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Advanced High-Turning
Compressor Airfoils for Low
Reynolds Number Condition—
Part II: Experimental and
Numerical Analysis
Part I of this paper describes the design and optimization of two high turning subs
compressor cascades operating as an outlet guide vane (OGV) behind a single stag
pressure turbine at low Reynolds number condition~Re51.33105!. In the numerical
optimization algorithm, the design point and off-design performance has been consi
in an objective function to achieve a wide low loss incidence range. The objective o
present paper is to examine some of the characteristics describing the new airfoils a
as to prove the reliability of the design process and the applied flow solver. Some
dynamic characteristics for the two new airfoils and a conventional controlled diffus
airfoil (CDA), have been extensively investigated in the cascade wind tunnel of
Cologne. For an inlet Mach number of 0.6 the effect of Reynolds number and incid
angle on each airfoil performance is discussed, based on experimental and num
results. For an interpretation of the airfoil boundary layer behavior, results of so
boundary layer calculations are compared to oil flow visualization pictures. The de
goal of an increased low loss incidence range at low Reynolds number condition cou
confirmed without having a negative effect on the high Reynolds number region.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1737781#
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Introduction
This paper contributes to modern design techniques and de

considerations for improved turbomachinery blade elements.
present design is aimed at highly loaded, high turning casca
that operate as an exit guide vane in a wide Reynolds num
range and especially at very low Reynolds number conditions

Several publications on cascade investigations at low Reyn
numbers can be found in the literature (Re,53105, e.g.,@1–3#!
but little has been reported on how to design blade sections w
operate at relatively low Reynolds numbers, for example in a
engine compressors at very high altitude cruise or in exit gu
vanes behind turbine rotors. At Reynolds numbers below 23105

profile aerodynamics become very critical and losses can incr
considerably due to extended laminar and turbulent bound
layer separations. There exists a lot of experience on low R
nolds number wing section designs, e.g.,@4,5#, but this is of lim-
ited value for turbomachinery applications.

Therefore, a project was initiated to develop a modern num
cal tool that allows automatic designs for turbomachinery blad
suitable for a wide range of applications including the design
low Reynolds number airfoils. In Part I of this paper,@6#, the
design procedures for high turning exit guide vane cascades
described. Starting from a conventional controlled diffusion a
foil, two new highly loaded airfoils have been designed by e
ploying two different optimization strategies. In the design p
cess itself parametric profile generators, a Navier-Stokes fl
solver, an Evolution Strategy~ES!, @7#, as well as a multi–
objective genetic algorithm~MOGA!, @8#, are coupled to find cas
cades with superior performance, not only for the design in
dence but also for off design flow angles.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the I
national Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Atlanta, GA,
16–19, 2003. Manuscript received by the IGTI December 2002; final revision Ma
2003. Paper No. 2003-GT-38477. Review Chair: H. R. Simmons.
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The profiles and cascade geometry obtained after the nume
optimization process achieved considerably lower losses an
wider operating range compared to the baseline design.

Although the optimization tools do not have any understand
of the fluid-dynamical processes like the experienced aerodyna
cist, they can be a valuable additional tool, since they ope
unbiasedly on the design space.

The outcome of the two numerical optimizations employing
and MOGA proved that these modern strategies can be quite
cessful and even applicable to very complex fluid-mechan
problems—like low Reynolds profile aerodynamics.

The aim of this second part of the paper is to validate the des
process that was described in the first part, to assess the H
Navier-Stokes blade to blade solver HSTAR,@9#, that was em-
ployed, and to interpret why the optimized airfoils have a supe
performance compared to the baseline airfoil. For flow analy
the HSTAR solver employes ak-v turbulence model togethe
with a newly implemented modified transition model according
Wilcox @10# and Drela@11#.

Interpretation of the experimental results is additionally su
ported by comparing some typical blade Mach number distri
tions to the results of the viscous/inviscid blade to blade fl
solver MISES of Drela and Youngren@11,12#. In particular, the
blade surface boundary layer behavior of the three investiga
blades is discussed with the help of simulated integral bound
layer distributions and some oil flow visualization pictures of t
blade suction sides. Although all three cascades have been
signed for the same flow turning, their geometry, profile Ma
number distributions, and boundary layer development look q
different. Therefore, the detailed interpretation of the obtained
sults becomes rather difficult.

Baseline and Optimized Cascades
The cascades were designed to operate as a midsection

outlet guide vane~OGV! behind the last turbine rotor of a sma

ter-
une
rch
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aero engine. The exit guide vane had to be designed for t
dimensional flow conditions with an inlet Mach number of 0
and a flow turning of about 43 deg. Especially due to the tw
dimensional conditions (AVDR51.0), the cascade is aerodynam
cally highly loaded and has to perform a strong diffusion down
an exit Mach number of 0.39. For the design incidence angle
diffusion factor is calculated to be approximately 0.53. Depend
on flight conditions the blade chord Reynolds number varies fr
13106 for ground conditions to about 100,000 at high altitu
cruise. In a first step a baseline cascade was designed by ‘‘h
following the so-called controlled diffusion concept~CDA!. Its
suction-side Mach number distribution has a maximum at aro
20% of the chord length followed by a fairly steep pressure g
dient which progressively is reduced toward the trailing edge
prevent turbulent separation. This cascade, designated O
BASE, was designed for the high Reynolds number condition
tested in the entire relevant Reynolds number range. The ca
lated and measured design Mach number distribution and co
sponding aerodynamic data are shown inFig. 1 ~left!. The perfor-
mance was acceptable for the high Reynolds numbers but lo
increased dramatically below Re5200,000~seeFig. 2!.

In order to improve the performance also in the low Reyno
number regime, two different optimization techniques~ES and
MOGA! were applied; the principle of both methods is describ
in Part I. Again, the two-dimensional flow condition was assum
the same velocity triangles as well as identical blade solidity.
cause of the planned experimental validation, the freestream
bulence level during the numerical optimization was set to a va
similar to the one present in the cascade windtunnel. After o
mization the numerical results showed considerably lower los
in the whole Reynolds number range for both cascades altho
their geometry and thus the design blade Mach number distr
tions look quite different.Figures 3 and 4 provide the cascade
geometry andTable 1 the design parameters.

The blade thickness in the ES optimization was prescrib
probably because of this, the OGV-ES blade looks like a ‘‘F
mingo’’ wing section, with maximum blade thickness conce
trated at midchord location. The design blade Mach number
tribution, shown inFigs. 5~center! and6 ~right!, has its maximum
at the leading edge close toM51.0 followed by a steep pressur
increase that successively is relaxed toward the rear. Previo
Rhoden@1# found in his early low-speed experiments, that th
triangular velocity distribution seems to be advantageous for

Fig. 1 Geometry of cascades

Fig. 2 Comparison of leading edge geometry
Journal of Turbomachinery
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low Reynolds number conditions, because this front loaded t
of distribution tends to promote early transition without too stro
laminar separations. Furthermore, the gradient of the pressur
crease and the loading of the turbulent boundary layer on the
suction side can be kept low.

The MOGA optimization produced a blade with a differe
blade pressure distribution, an obviously interesting alternativ
the extreme front loaded design of the OGV-ES blade. MOG
came out with a slightly lower velocity peak at the leading ed
a very weak re-acceleration between 10% and 22% of chord a
moderate deceleration around midchord, forming a thin lami
separation bubble. Further along the chord an increased pres
gradient on the turbulent boundary layer is finally necessary
meet the flow turning requirement. In order to achieve low los
also at off-design incidences, the maximum blade thickness
reduced to 5.1%. The leading edge was designed elliptically
avoid the detrimental effects of the blunt circular leading edge
the OGV-BASE profile.

Fig. 3 Test section of DLR facility

Fig. 4 Test model of OGV-ES cascade

Table 1 Cascade design parameters and results

OGV-BASE OGV-ES OGV-MOGA

M1 0.6 0.6 0.6
b1 133 deg 133 deg 133 deg
Db 43 deg 44 deg 44 deg

AVDR 1.0 1.0 1.0
D f 0.53 0.537 0.537
LE circular arbitrary elliptic
s/c 0.577 0.577 0.577
t/c 0.067 0.068 0.051
OCTOBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 483
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Fig. 5 Profile Mach number distributions at design incidence and Re É120,000, experiment „symbol … and MISES simulation
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Test Facility and Experimental Approach
The experiments were performed in the transonic cascade

nel of the DLR Cologne. This tunnel is a closed loop, contin
ously running facility with a variable nozzle, an upper transo
wall, and a variable test section height. The air supply sys
enables an inlet Mach number range from 0.2 to 1.4 and a M
number independent variation of the Reynolds number from ab
13105 to 33106. Tunnel sidewall boundary layers ahead of t
cascade are removed through protruding slots. Within the b
pack aft of the minimum pressure region endwall boundary lay
were controlled by suction through chordwise slots@13# to obtain
practically two-dimensional flow condition around midspan
gion (AVDR51.0). Tailboards combined with throttles are us
to control inlet and exit boundary conditions. For the present te
seven blades with 65 mm chord and 168 mm blade span w
installed in the test section, with the center blades instrumente
the pressure and suction side. A cross-sectional view of the
section and a photograph of the cascade model are shown inFigs.
3 and4.

In order to obtain tests at low Reynolds numbers, the clo
loop system of the facility must be evacuated by additional set
radial compressors. By adjusting the total pressure between
and 0.1 bar blade chord Reynolds numbers were achieved
tween about 900,000 and 100,000. The cascades were test
inlet Mach numbers of 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 in the entire poss
incidence range. In this paper, results for the inlet Mach num
of 0.6 are discussed. The inlet flow angle is measured with pro
at the same gap-wise locations for three consecutive blade c
nels. Inlet total temperature is about 305 K and the freestre
turbulence level around 0.6%.

Prior to the tests each individual test point has been p
calculated using the blade to blade code MISES 2.4. The theo
ical profile Mach number distribution, displayed real time with t
test data served as a goal for the experimental distribution.
doing so, the measurement accuracy, especially for the inlet
angle could be improved considerably.

Validation of Design and Discussion
The tests on the baseline cascade were performed in a first

and the results used to assess the blade to blade solver empl
Some results, especially the validation of the newly implemen
transition model, are presented in Part I of this paper. This tra
84 Õ Vol. 126, OCTOBER 2004
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tion model enabled the Navier-Stokes solver to readily simu
the extension of the midchord laminar separation bubble whic
particularly important for the low Reynolds number conditions

The experimental results, especially those of the optimiz
blades, confirmed the design goals, in particular the design p
profile Mach number distributions shown inFigs. 5, 6, and7. The
off design Mach number distributions, not shown here, were m
reasonably well too. Additionally, the main experimental perfo
mance data for all three cascades are summarized inTable 2.
Here, the total pressure losses at the design incidence and
minimum losses are provided for the high and low Reynolds nu
ber conditions. For the high Reynolds numbers, losses at de
incidence could be reduced from roughly 3.4% down to 2.6
3.2% for the ES and MOGA blade, respectively. The minimu
losses are 2.2% and 2.0%, however, at negative incidence
dramatic loss reduction was achieved for the low Reynolds nu
ber at which both new cascades showed only 3.7% and 3
losses compared to 8.4–10% of the OGV-BASE cascade~seeFig.
8 ~right!!. In addition, the working range could be increased co
siderably toward the negative as well as the positive incidenc

In the following, some aerodynamic features of all three blad
the profile Mach number distributions, the incidence characte
tics and the Reynolds number dependencies are discussed. I
dition to the Navier-Stokes results some simulations of the pro
Mach number distributions and the boundary layer paramet
using the viscous/inviscid flow solver MISES,@11,12# help to in-
terpret the results obtained.

High Reynolds Number. The baseline cascade near its d
sign incidence operated with a highly loaded suction side bou
ary layer, although it was designed following the controlled diff
sion concept. Marginal increase in incidence caused rear uns
separation with a sudden loss rise; seeFig. 8 ~left! and the blade
Mach number distribution of a corresponding test point inFig. 9
~left!. Therefore, minimum losses were not obtained near des
but nearb15130 deg (i 523 deg). The optimized blades ove
came the problem of too strong suction side loading by reduc
the gradient of the pressure increase along the whole surface
three profile Mach number distributions are shown inFig. 9 and a
direct comparison of the relevant suction side Mach number
given in Fig. 10 ~top-left!. To discuss blade and boundary lay
loading, plots inFig. 10 also provide a comparison of the simu
lated boundary layer displacement—and momentum thicknes
Transactions of the ASME



Fig. 6 Effects of Reynolds number on profile Mach number distribution and suction side boundary layer development. Experi-
ment and HSTAR simulation, optimized cascade OGV-ES, M 1Ä0.6, iÄ0 deg.
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the form factorH12i , and the skin friction coefficientCf . In the
plot that shows the boundary layer thickness, it is clearly visi
that the ES as well as the MOGA blade both have thinner
placement and momentum thickness and therefore lower lo
compared to the baseline cascade. The development of the O
BASE form factorH12i ~solid line! clearly indicates that the suc
tion side boundary layer tends toward the separation criterion
approximatelyH12sep52.5 relatively early, a value above whic
separation of a turbulent boundary layer could be expected.
ES cascade clearly stays away from separation and the MO
blade slightly tends toward separation at the very end. Effectiv
in the experiments the MOGA blade boundary layer separ
from the rear suction side, clearly visible in the experimental d
tribution of Fig. 9 ~right!, but the losses still remain relatively low
Journal of Turbomachinery
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At this high Reynolds number, boundary layer transition is o
served for all three blades just after the velocity peak at the le
ing edge and the rest of the suction side remains turbulent.
transition process occurs within a short laminar separation bu
that forms right behind the LE and turbulent re-attachment occ
due to an intensive entrainment process along the rear part o
bubble. This local separation considerably alters the LE pres
distribution in relation to pure inviscid or turbulent flows—as it
illustrated inFig. 11—and alters the state of the boundary lay
from the beginning.

The LE geometry of the three blades are very different~seeFig.
2!, the base line LE is circular and the two optimized blades h
an arbitrary and elliptic geometry. Therefore, the extension of
LE bubble and the status of the boundary layer after re-attachm
OCTOBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 485



Fig. 7 Effect of Reynolds number on profile Mach number distribution and suction side boundary layer development. Experi-
mental and HSTAR simulation, optimized cascade OGV-MOGA, M 1Ä0.6, iÄ0 deg.
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Table 2 Experimental losses, flow turning and incidence
range at high and low Reynolds number

OGV-BASE OGV-ES OGV-MOGA

Re 0.873106 0.853106 0.853106

v% (i50°) 3.4 (AVDR51.035) 2.6 3.2
vmin % 2.26 (i523 deg) 2.2 (i524 deg) 2.0 (i524 deg)

Db ( i 50°) 43 deg 44 deg 44 deg
D i (v52vmin) 7–8 deg 13 deg 12 deg

Re 0.103106 0.133106 0.123106

v % 8.4–10 3.7 3.3
vmin % 8.4 (i 50 deg) 3.7 (i 50 deg) 3.1 (i 522 deg)
486 Õ Vol. 126, OCTOBER 2004
are quite different too. A zoom of the local skinfriction coeffi

cients, shown inFig. 10 ~bottom right!, clearly indicates the dif-
ferent extensions of the LE bubbles. The most pronounced
concentrated velocity peak with an intensive LE separation
found on the BASE blade, even if the LE Mach number levels
the ES and MOGA blade are slightly higher. Not the absol
height of the pressure or Mach number peak is relevant, rathe
local pressure gradient. Therefore, the baseline blade starts
the most critical boundary layer being disturbed from the beg
ning resulting in a higher risk of a rear turbulent separation w
additional losses. The ES blade with the arbitrary LE geome
obviously is doing the best job; MISES~Fig. 10! as well as the
HSTAR simulations inFig. 6 ~left! both indicate no LE separa
Transactions of the ASME



Fig. 8 Experimental loss-incidence characteristics at three different Reynolds numbers, m 1Ä0.6, b1design Ä133 deg „iÄ0
deg …
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tion, just transition, although oil flow pictures of a high Reynol
number test suggest a short bubble downstream of about 3%
chord.

In the present MISES as well as HSTAR simulations this
peak is reasonably well simulated, but still some discrepan
between experimental losses and simulated losses are obs
~seeFig. 9!. However, Sanz and Platzer@14# found that none of
their investigated transition models predicted the leading e
bubble very well, although their computational grid allowedy1

values of the order of 1. In this context, it is suspected that w
uncertainties coming from the simulation of the leading ed
bubble, the boundary layer immediately behind the leading e
and further downstream may not be simulated correctly. Thi
more problematic especially if the rear part of the suction-s
boundary layer is highly loaded and close to separation. The s
ation is worse if blades have circular leading edges at which
velocity peak is more pronounced with even more intensive lo
separations~Walraevens and Cumpsty,@15#!.
Journal of Turbomachinery
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The LE separation extends considerably if the Reynolds nu
ber is reduced, and it is more likely that the blade-to-blade solv
fail in simulating those local LE and severe rear separations.
example is given in test 73,Fig. 5 ~left!, for which the agreemen
between MISES simulation and experiment is rather poor. T
HSTAR simulation shows better performance both with respec
the resolution of the front peak as well as to the overall to
pressure losses for the design incidence condition as shown in
14 ~right! of Part I of the paper and inFigs. 6and7 of the present
paper. At off-design, nevertheless, some discrepancies still rem

Low Reynolds Number. In spite of the more extended LE
bubbles at the low Reynolds number, the suction side bound
layer along the front of the BASE and MOGA blade becom
laminar again and a midchord separation bubble develops. At
low Reynolds number. the BASE blade boundary layer fully se
rates from the suction side and losses increase to about 8–
Fig. 9 Profile Mach number distributions at design incidence and Re Ä860,000, experiment „symbol …, and MISES
simulation
OCTOBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 487
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Fig. 10 Discussion of suction side boundary layer parameters at Re Ä860,000 „MISES simulation …
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~Fig. 5 ~left!!. In contrast, both optimized blades show losses
only 3.3 to 3.7% at Reynolds numbers around 120,000.

Due to the reduced adverse pressure gradient on the MO
blade its midchord bubble is less pronounced and produces lo
losses. Furthermore, the flow entrainment process during
attachment at the rear part of this bubble introduces new turbu
energy into the rear suction side boundary layer so that trai
edge separation is suppressed, which is visible inFig. 5 ~right!.
From Fig. 5 we realize that MISES, which was run with a fre
stream turbulence level of 0.5%, slightly underpredicts the ex
sion of the midchord bubbles whereas HSTAR with the new
implemented transition model meets the bubble extensions
sonably well, as can be seen inFigs. 6and7 as well as in Fig. 15
of Part I of the paper.

The front loaded ES blade design shows a more extended
thin bubble downstream at approximately 6% of chord with tra
sition completed near 22%. The experimental and the simula
form factors, both do not indicate any rear turbulent separat
seeFigs. 5 ~center! and6.

Incidence Characteristics. Figure 8provides the experimen
tal total pressure losses for the entire investigated incidence r
for Reynolds numbers around 8.6, 2.0, and 1 – 1.23105. All three
figures clearly show the essential advantage of the optim
blades: lower design point losses as well as a more wide incide
range. It is clearly visible inFigs. 8 and 12 that the location of
minimum losses is shifted from negative incidencesi
523 – 4 deg) toward the design incidence (b15133 deg) if the
Reynolds number is reduced~see alsoTable 2!. At Re5200,000
the baseline cascade still has reasonably low losses, but fo
<130,000 the blade separates and losses increase considera

Both optimized blades achieved their design goal and los
remain low in the entire Reynolds number range. It is difficult
decide, which of the two cascades is superior: At the high R
nolds number and at the design incidence (b15133 deg) the
MOGA blade separates slightly, but it seems to be margin
better over the entire incidence range at low Reynolds numbe

Navier-Stokes Analysis. The experimentally observed loss
incidence characteristics are reproduced by the HSTAR so
reasonably well at least for the low Reynolds number conditio
Õ Vol. 126, OCTOBER 2004
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as can be seen inFig. 13. Also the high Reynolds number tes
~Fig. 14! at i 50 deg were met, but the losses in the negative a
positive incidence range differ considerably. This is true es
cially for the baseline cascade that showed an unstable suc
side separation beyondb15133 deg in the experiments. How
ever, the numerically simulated losses seem to be too high,
because of boundary layer separation, but rather due to high
merical losses’’ within the entire flow field. There are probab

Fig. 11 Principle of LE separation „Mueller †5‡…
Transactions of the ASME



Fig. 12 Influence of the Reynolds number on the loss-incidence characteristics, M 1Ä0.6
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several reasons for the discrepancy between the experim
losses and the numerical ones, and it is beyond the scope o
paper to investigate all of these. However, according to the ass
ment of different turbulence models~Chien’s low Rek-« and low
Re k-v) with the same numerical platform~computational grid
and flow solver!, there seems to be a general tendency that
losses from the k-v turbulence model without the viscous mod
fications near the wall are high for the attached flow~not shown
here!. This may be caused by the overestimation of the turbu
energy due to the absence of a damping function in thek-v model
and/or due to the overproduction of turbulence, as pointed ou
Michelassi et al.@16# for their calculations near the leading edg
of turbine blades. Regardless of this disadvantage, the reason
we adopted thek-v model without the viscous modifications
@10#, for all calculations in this work is because this model
suitable for the introduction of the intermittency-based transit
model and shows relatively better results than the others for
entire low Reynolds number condition.

Reynolds Number Characteristics. FromFig. 12 that shows
the experimental loss incidence characteristics of all three
cades, plots were derived to display the loss; Reynolds number

Fig. 13 Incidence characteristic at the low Reynolds number,
HSTAR simulation and experiment, Re É1.0– 1.2Ã105
Journal of Turbomachinery
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dependency at three characteristic incidences. For all incide
angles it is clearly visible that the optimized blades ES a
MOGA are superior to the baseline cascade in the entire Reyn
number range, whereby most improvements were achieved
Reynolds numbers below 200,000. As can be seen fromFig. 12,
minimum losses are measured aroundi 523 – 4 deg for all cas-
cades in the high Reynolds number regime. The correspon
plot of the Reynolds number characteristics at this minimum l
incidence (i 523 deg inFig. 15 ~left!! clearly reveals the clas
sical tendency with a marginal loss rise between 9 to 53105, but
an intensive loss increase below a certain ‘‘critical’’ Reynol
number, pronounced especially for the baseline cascade. Fo
three incidence angles shown inFig. 15, a distinct ‘‘critical’’ Rey-
nolds number for the optimized blades could not be recognized
least not until the Reynolds numbers approach values of 1.0–
3105.

It is worth mentioning that the MOGA blade losses seem to
more or less independent of the Reynolds number, a slig
strange behavior. But this can be explained by the observation
the MOGA blade starts to separate at the high Reynolds num
condition and not at the low Reynolds numbers, as was expla

Fig. 14 Incidence characteristic at high Reynolds number,
HSTAR simulation and experiment, Re É8.6Ã105
OCTOBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 489
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Fig. 15 Effect of the Reynolds number on experimental losses at three incidence angles, M 1Ä0.6
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already in the previous section. A similar effect, i.e., that los
are relatively reduced when the Reynolds number decreases
be observed with the baseline cascade fori 50 and 12.5 deg.
Around the Reynolds number of 200,000, there seems to be a
minimum. It is presumed that for these conditions the turbul
flow entrainment process at the rear part of the laminar separa
bubble has a positive effect on the turbulent boundary layer;
result the rear~turbulent! boundary layer separation is suppress
or reduced.

Oil Flow Visualization
Oil flow visualization tests have been performed for conditio

at high and low Reynolds numbers to study the blade surf
boundary layer development. Our focus is the blade suction
at the low Reynolds number condition, the results of which
discussed below. The interpretation of the oil flow pictures is s
ported by the results of corresponding boundary layer calculat
from the viscous/inviscid solver MISES. The calculations we
performed at the experimental Reynolds number, but
freestream turbulence level was adjusted in such a way tha
90 Õ Vol. 126, OCTOBER 2004
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extension of the simulated laminar separation bubble is appr
mately in accordance with the extension observed in the exp
ment.

Particularly delicate was the interpretation of the tests for
baseline cascade~BASE! because it showed an unstable midcho
laminar separation bubble.Figure 16 provides results for the
BASE cascade at design incidence and at a Reynolds numb
190,000, conditions under which the losses of this blade are
on a relatively low level of 3.7–4%. The oil streak lines indica
laminar flow until 29–30% and an unstable midchord separa
bubble or rather a bubble that disappeared intermittently with
onset of intermittent rear turbulent separation. It is assumed th
the experiment, the local separation bubble behind the circular
partly induces a destabilization of the shear layer and triggers
suction-side boundary layer to become turbulent. In this situat
the bubble disappeared but the rear suction side boundary l
separated. With the help of MISES these two observed situati
a laminar midchord bubble and a rear turbulent separation, co
be simulated either by assuming a very low turbulence leve
0.05%, by which the experimental bubble length was met, or w
a turbulence level of 0.5%, to obtain rear turbulent separation.
Fig. 16 MISES suction side boundary layer parameters of OGV-BASE for TuÄ0.05 and 0.5% and oil flow picture at iÄ0 deg and
ReÉ190,000
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Fig. 17 MISES suction-side boundary layer parameters of OGV-ES blade and oil flow picture at iÄ0 deg and Re É120,000
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simulated form factorsH12i and theCf distributions clearly reflect
these two intermittently appearing situations, which seem to e
in parallel.

Oil streak lines and corresponding MISES boundary layer
rameters for the two optimized blades are provided inFigs. 17and
18 for a Reynolds number around 120,000. The extremely fro
loaded profile OGV-ES with its arbitrary leading edge starts w
a flat laminar separation not immediately behind the LE but
approximately 6% of chord. From the oil picture it is difficult t
decide whether there really is separation or just a transitio
boundary layer with very low skin frictionCf . Downstream of
about 22% the suction side is turbulent and there is no indica
of a rear turbulent separation. The total pressure losses of this
achieve 3.8%. The corresponding MISES simulation require
turbulence level of 0.2% to approximate the low skin-friction r
gion that is found on the front portion.

Behind the velocity peak of the MOGA blade, there is a sh
bubble~see the negativeCf values inFig. 18!, but the suction-side
boundary layer remains laminar until it separates in a bubbl
31% and re-attaches at 53%. As the blade surface curvature
derneath the bubble and the amount of adverse pressure gra
behind the separation point is relatively low, the bubble height
Journal of Turbomachinery
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the resulting losses remain low too,@17#. However, toward the
trailing edge the skin friction coefficient tends to zero, as a res
of which the rear part of the oil is not movedq. Overall total
pressure losses at this low Reynolds number test are measur
be around 3.4%.

Conclusions
Two numerically optimized exit guide vane cascades desig

for low Reynolds number conditions were tested and the res
compared to a baseline cascade with controlled diffusion bla
Both the experimental and numerical results confirmed that
two different optimization methods were able to reduce the to
pressure losses at design incidence and to increase the low
incidence range in the positive direction by about 2–3 deg.
though the two optimized cascades show a considerably diffe
geometry and loading distribution, losses at Re51.0– 1.23105

could be reduced by about 60%. The superior performance
relation to the baseline CDA cascade was achieved because

a. the airfoils were designed with a more front-loaded press
distribution and a reduced adverse pressure gradient a
the suction side,
Fig. 18 MISES suction side boundary layer parameters of OGV-MOGA blade and oil flow picture at iÄ0 deg and Re É120,000
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b. the LE geometry was modified to avoid a concentrated
peak with an intensive local separation,

c. in the region of a laminar separation bubble the surface
vature was reduced.

For blade chord Reynolds numbers well below 200,000
seems to be advantageous to design the airfoils with a fairly s
adverse pressure gradient immediately at the front part in orde
promote early transition to prevent the tendency for large lam
separations and the risk of bubble burst. The second obta
alternative, that has a slightly reduced front peak, still opera
with laminar flow and a midchord separation bubble, but due t
reduced surface curvature underneath the bubble, its thicknes
drag could be reduced considerably.

The Navier-Stokes solver embedded in the optimization proc
and employed for flow analysis allowed an excellent resolution
the low Reynolds number airfoil aerodynamics with LE bubb
and midchord separation. Due to the implemented transi
model, the low Reynolds number incidence characteristic w
simulated reasonably well. At the same time, some improvem
are still necessary to obtain better off-design characteristics e
cially at higher Reynolds numbers.

The authors are aware that in real turbomachinery environm
the high turbulence level can alter the laminar separation beha
considerably, but some blade-to-blade calculations with a tur
lence level of 5% revealed that even under the low Reyno
number conditions (Re51.23105) the present optimized blade
both showed about 50% lower design point losses in relation
the baseline CDA blade.

This work demonstrated the intrinsic advantage of using au
mated blade optimizations even for complex low Reynolds nu
ber aerodynamics. The ability of the present design tools may
be limited, but they offer an essential advantage for the futu
After further slight improvements, for example implementation
more problem oriented objective functions, these tools can be
bedded in modern automated design processes for turbomac
and it will be possible to achieve new innovative configuratio
that could not be found by even very experienced design e
neers.

Nomenclature

AVDR 5 axial velocity density
ratio5(r2w2 sinb2)/(r1w1 sinb1)

D f 5 diffusion
factor512w2 /w11(w2 /w1* cosb2-cosb1)s/2c

c 5 chord length
Cf 5 friction coefficient52tw /(rw2)

H12 5 shape factor5d1 /d2 ~index i when incompressible!
i 5 incidence angle5b12b1design

M 5 Mach number
p 5 pressure

Re 5 Reynolds number based on chord length
s 5 blade spacing
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w 5 velocity
x 5 chordwise coordinate
b 5 flow angle with respect to cascade front

d1 5 boundary layer displacement thickness
d2 5 boundary layer momentum thickness
r 5 density
v 5 total pressure loss coefficient:v5(pt12pt)/(pt1

2p1)

Subscripts

1 5 inlet plane, far upstream
2 5 exit plane, far downstream

is 5 is isentropic entity
LE 5 leading edge
TE 5 trailing edge
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